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DECISION
1  Isaacs, J: On 6 November 2007 I acceded to an application by the Bahamas Telecommunications Com-
pany Limited, the Appellant (hereinafter referred to as "BTC") to withdraw its appeal pursuant to Order 21 of 
the Rules of the Supreme Court; but following the submissions of Counsel appertaining to the award of costs 
for the matter in the circumstances of this case I reserved my decision on the issue of costs. I render my de-
cision now.

2  I do not intend this to be an extended exposition as the issue rests on the narrow plinth of whether or not 
the issue between the parties has become academic as the Appellant contends.

3  BTC appealed the decision of the Public Utilities Commission, the First Respondent, (hereinafter referred 
to as "the PUC") dated 20 October 2006 in respect of a complaint filed by the Appellant on 23 September 
2005. The complaint related to alleged by-pass operations of the Systems Resource Group Limited, the 
Second Respondent, (hereinafter referred to as "SRG").
4  The Originating Notice of Motion filed on 19 November 2006 specifies the gravamen of the Appellant's 
dissatisfaction with the decision. It sets out those parts of the decision appealed against:

"(i) BTC, the Appellant, has failed to specify which section of the Act it considered SRG, the Second Respondent, to be 
violating and therefore the Commission is unable to make a determination of a breach of the Act (para. 21(a));

(ii) there is no provision in the Act requiring SRG, the Second Respondent, to use BTC's international gateway (para. 
21(a);

(iii) no dispute can be raised against a Licensee for violation of the Sector Policy as the PUC has no right to proceed 
against a Licensee on such ground and the Act does not confer a statutory private right on BTC which therefore has no 
right or remedy against the Second respondent for breach of the Telecommunications Sector Policy (TSP) (para. 21(b);

(iv) the Second Respondent has an entrenched right to carry fixed voice telephony as from January 1, 2004 by virtue of 
section 5.6.1 of the TSP and this cannot be undermined by section 5.6.2 (para. 21);

(v) there is no reference in Section 5.6.2 of the TSP to BTC having "international gateway exclusivity" and the Commis-
sion finds that nothing in this section of the TSP bears on the scope of the Second Respondent's rights, which instead 
are defined in the licence awarded to SRG on 23 October 2002 (para. 21);

(vi) nothing in section 8 of the TSP bears on the scope of SRG's rights, which instead are defined in the Licence awar-
ded to SRG on 23 October 2002;

(vii) the statement in section 8.2.1 of the TSP that "it will not be permissible for any company other than BTC to provide 
voice services over the Internet or voice over Internet Protocol Networks for the duration of the Exclusivity Period" is 
clearly intended to refer to ISPs and not to vitiate the acknowledged and entrenched rights of SRG under its own Li-
cence;

(viii) the Interconnection Agreement ("IA") is silent on whether SRG must transit its traffic through the BTC international 
gateway and contains nothing of relevance to the determination of the dispute;

(ix) since BTC did not specify which clause of the Interconnection Agreement it considered SRG had breached, the 
Commission is unable to make any determination in relation to the alleged breach (para. 23);

(x ) the Commission is unable to determine any basis for the alleged breach of the Interconnection Agreement but while 
the Agreement confers rights on SRG it imposes no obligation on SRG to transit its traffic only through BTC Interna-
tional Gateway so that SRG may but is not compelled to utilize BTC's international gateway or to interconnect with BTC 
(paras. 24, 30);"

5  The appeal sought, among other orders, an order to set aside or vary the Commission's decision; and, 
among other declarations, a declaration that

"on a proper construction of the Telecommunications Act, 1999 (in particular sections 4, 6 and 9), the Telecommunica-
tions Sector Policy, 2002 as amended (in particular section 8) and the Appellant's Licence (in particular Conditions 1, 4 
and 7), which took effect on September 4, 2002, the Appellant has the sole and exclusive right to:

1. offer voice services over the public telecommunications network; and/or
1. voice services over the Internet and voice over IP."



6  I have distilled the reliefs to their essence as it is the elemental character of this action when compared 
with the decision of the Commission to issue and serve a Notice pursuant to section 34(3) of the Telecom-
munications Act (hereinafter referred to as "the Act") to CCL that will determine whether or not events have 
overtaken this appeal thereby rendering it an academic exercise; and allowing the Court to deviate from the 
usual practice of awarding costs to the "winner" of the action.

7  During the hearing of BTC's application I was referred to the decision of Lyons, J. in SRG v PUC and 
Caribbean Crossing Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as "CCL") in Action No. 201/2007. I acknowledge with grat-
itude Lyons, J.'s rehearsal of the background to the matter before him as I was able to use much of what he 
had written in arriving at my decision.

8  The PUC is a regulatory body established pursuant to the Act for the purpose of overseeing the telecom-
munications sector and policy in The Bahamas. In 2001 the PUC granted a licence to CCL to establish a "li-
censed system" throughout The Bahamas. The licence permitted CCL to link a number of Bahamian islands 
with a fibre optic telecommunications cable/system that connected also to the United States of America. 
Telephony signals could be transmitted via the fibre optic cable.

9  In October 2002 the PUC granted a licence to SRG to operate a public fixed radio communications system 
and a telecommunications system in New Providence, Grand Bahama and Abaco. Lyons, J. observed;

" SRG's licence allowed it to provide international voice telephony. To do this SRG has to route its voice telephony ser-
vices from the (sic) Bahamas to the United States. This is done via a fibre optic cable running along the seabed to Flor-
ida.

Only two entities have a licence to provide this fibre optic cable facility - CCL and BTC. This fibre optic cable facility can 
be leased, provided the licensee agrees.

SRG is desirous of leasing the fibre optic facility. BTC has refused. CCL has not."

10  Mr. Justice Lyons continued, "In short, SRG has gone to CCL (a wholly owned subsidiary of Cable 
Bahamas Ltd.) and leased a fibre optic cable".
11  It appears it was as much this failure to route its services through BTC as CCL's possible breach of its 
licence that moved the PUC to issue a notice pursuant to section. 34(3) of the Act. The notice advised CCL 
that the PUC proposed to issue an instruction to CCL pursuant to section 34(1) of the Act because it was in 
breach of section 2.1 of its licence. CCL was to cease providing SRG with the IRU facility. As a consequence 
of the PUC's action SRG sought and received an injunction against the PUC to stop it from proceeding with 
the notice and brought action No. 00201 of 2007.

At page 5 of Lyons, J.'s decision he sets out SRG's complaints:
" By originating summons dated the 12 February 2007, SRG seeks a declaration that the IRU does not constitute a 
service that enables voice telephony and that it is not in breach of Clause 2.1 of the Licence issued by PUC to CCL.

SRG claims that were PUC to prevent SRG from going ahead with the IRU, it would constitute an interference with their 
(SRG's) private contractual rights with CCL."

12  Counsel for the PUC made an application under Order 18 rule 19 which was upheld by Lyons, J. as he 
found SRG was attempting to avoid the PUC doing what it was mandated to do by Parliament. The action 
was struck out; and the path cleared for the PUC to proceed with the section 34 notice.

13  Miss Felicity Johnson, Vice President with responsibility for Legal regulatory and Interconnection Affairs 
at BTC swore an affidavit filed on 5 November 2007 in which she avers, inter alia:

"5. Upon the filing of the aforesaid Action by SRG, BTC had no knowledge of the existence of the IRU Agreement nor 
did it know that the Commission had intended to serve upon SRG Instructions demanding that it cease and desist from 
utilizing CCL's network in breach of Condition 2.1 of CCL's Licence. There is now produced and shown to me marked 
as "FLJ-2" a true copy of the Commission's Instructions dated the 28th December, 2006.



6. One of the contentions of BTC in the existing appeal is that if the Commission had completed its investigation prior to 
formalizing its opinion on the Dispute the Commission would have likely discovered the existence of the IRU Agree-
ment and thereby would have likely ruled in favour of BTC on the basis of the Dispute.

7. It does appear that the Instructions forwarded to CCL by the Commission confirm that CCL was breaching its Li-
cence by allowing SRG to engage in an unlawful by-pass of BTC's gateway. It now appears that the appeal is purely 
academic based on the Instrcutions which will be issued by the PUC and BTC does not propose to allow for the Court's 
time to be utilized in this matter."

14  Miss Johnson goes on to say that BTC would not have known of the IRU Agreement but for the filing of 
Action No. 00201 of 2007 and the PUC's intent to issue Instructions to CCL and SRG. She opines that 
events have overtaken the appeal and thereby make it academic. Mr. Rigby echoes her sentiments.

15  Mr. Moree argues that the rule, "costs follow the event", ought not to be deviated from in this case and 
BTC should be made to bear the costs of this action. He submitted that the decision of Lyons, J. on the is-
sues in Action No. 00201 of 2007 does not render the present appeal academic as the issues are not the 
same. Further, to my mind, the decision of the PUC to issue Instructions to CCL will not detract from the lar-
ger issue involved in this appeal, that is to say, is BTC the sole international gateway through which SRG 
must transmit its voice telephony services? The effect of the answer to that question will resonate well bey-
ond the confines of this appeal and impact others in like position as SRG.

16  Section 34 of the Act provides that the PUC may issue instructions to a licensee. However, section 34 (3) 
requires the PUC to give notice to the licensee and to have regard to any representations a licensee or any 
other person may make before it can issue the instructions. It is clear therefore that even where notice has 
been given it is not a "fait accomli" the PUC will issue instructions in the terms of the notice or at all.

17  Further, under section 7 of the Act although most decisions of the PUC are final, appeals lie to the Su-
preme Court on, inter alia, a point of law on the ground that the decision was unreasonable in the light of the 
information available to the PUC at the time it made its decision. If the appeal is allowed the Court may give 
directions or remit the matter to the PUC for reconsideration. In those circumstances the PUC would be ob-
liged to heed and act upon the Court's decision, unless appealed. If BTC's appeal before me failed on the 
"exclusivity to connect and transmit voice traffic on its international gateway" argument that would 
have no bearing on the issue whether or not CCL was in breach of its licence by providing SRG with the 
means to by-pass BTC's gateway.

The appeal in this case sought the Court's Declaration that:
"on a proper construction of the Telecommunications Act, 1999 (in particular sections 4, 6 and 9), the Telecommunica-
tions Sector Policy, 2002 as amended (in particular section 8) and the Appellant's Licence (in particular Conditions 1, 4 
and 7), which took effect on September 4, 2002, the

1. offer voice services over the public telecommunications network; and/or
1. voice services over the Internet and voice over IP." (underlining is mine)

18  Action No. 00201 of 2007 did not address the issue of exclusivity and the instruction the PUC issued to 
CCL does not address the issue of exclusivity. The appeal before me would have addressed the claim of 
BTC to an exclusive international gateway. I find therefore, that the issue before me has not been rendered 
academic as contended for by the Appellant.

19  For reasons known only to BTC, although Mr. Moree conjectured it may be to secure some tactical ad-
vantage, BTC has discontinued the present appeal before me but not before putting SRG and the PUC to the 
expense of defending the action. I note that the PUC would have given notice of its intention to issue instruc-
tions to CCL in December 2006 and would find it difficult to believe BTC would not have become aware of 
this shortly thereafter. Further, it was not until SRG had filed two Summonses dated 16 and 18 October 2007 
applying to strike out certain paragraphs of BTC's Originating Notice of Motion that an application to discon-
tinue was made in November 2007.



20  I appreciate that the award of costs lies in the discretion of the Court hence I could do as the Appellant 
desires and make no order as to costs; but I have not been persuaded to deviate from the rule, "costs fol-
low the event" nor has anything been demonstrated to me that there should be an apportionment of the 
costs or that the Appellant should pay only a percentage of the Respondents' costs. In the premises, there-
fore, the costs of this action are granted to the Respondents. The costs are to be taxed, if not agreed.


